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Abstract: This paper focuses on the process of translating insights from a Computer Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW)-based study, conducted on a vessel at sea, into a model that can assist
systems developers working with simulators, which are used by vessel operators for training purposes
on land. That is, the empirical study at sea brought about rich insights into cooperation, which
is important for systems developers to know about and consider in their designs. In the paper,
we establish a model that primarily consists of a ‘computational artifact’. The model is designed
to support researchers working with systems developers. Drawing on marine examples, we focus
on the translation process and investigate how the model serves to visualize work activities; how
it addresses relations between technical and computational artifacts, as well as between functions
in technical systems and functionalities in cooperative systems. In turn, we link design back to
fieldwork studies.
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1. Introduction
There is a long tradition in which Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) researchers [1–3]
have used insights about cooperative work to inform systems design [4–6]. In this tradition, ethnographic
fieldwork has been a driver for creating changes in systems design by way of shifting the focal point
from developers’ visions to the inclusion of real-world use [7,8]. CSCW researchers study cooperative
work practice and how it is supported by technical systems [9]. They also communicate and work
with workers to ensure that the final products fulfill the needs for the specific workspace [10]. In this
case, systems design informed by CSCW studies [11] concentrates on descriptions of social aspects
of using systems with limited technical guidance, such as systems architectures [12] and patterns
of work [7,13] for systems developers. Although there are studies concerned with how to design
cooperative systems, including healthcare information systems [9], agile software development [14],
cooperative mobile work [15], offshore outsourcing [16], and team coordination training in high-risk
workspaces [17], systems developers focus solely on the logic and data access layers of systems’
shapes [18]. This longstanding historical issue is commonly characterized as the difference between
CSCW researchers’ point of view and the systems developers’ synthesis solutions [6].
With the growth of maritime technologies, marine operations require operating systems to support
marine operators’ cooperative work. The Norwegian ship industry pays attention to cooperative
work of marine operators since ship-owners in the industry are concerned with how to update
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their mechanical and partially digitalized ship bridges to make them better places for cooperative
work. Thus, the present study was conducted as a part of the first author’s Ph.D. project offering
a method to support these requirements [19,20] and assist the local maritime industry. However,
traditionally, maritime technologies have been designed as mechanical engineering systems to make
them more automated, thereby leaving out cooperative work of marine operators from systems
design [21]. For marine navigation, such an approach may be satisfactory, since most navigation work
is automatically carried out by technical systems [22], enabling the vessel to self-maneuver from one
place to another. However, marine operations are different; they involve offshore operations in which
marine operators work cooperatively [22] on the ship bridge as well as with people on oil and gas
platforms. Thus, an important layer, when designing systems for marine operations, is to consider the
cooperative work of marine operators.
While responding to the demands of cooperative work in marine operations, the maritime
industry integrates different pieces of operational systems to support cooperative work, such as
developing maritime simulators as prototypes for training purposes before making a real workspace
on the ship bridge [23]. For example, systems developers understand the design of simulators as
positioning software systems, hardware systems, and machinery in combination to create a space
for marine operators’ cooperative work, in order to prepare marine operators on land before they
work at sea [24,25]. Among other reasons, systems design work is performed to see how each
system communicates and cooperates with the other systems [26]. In addition, systems developers
understand that cooperative work is a way of assembling individual tasks into a mechanical system to
support cooperation in technical systems. Unfortunately, safety issues at sea still do challenge marine
operators in their daily work, although they are regularly trained using maritime simulators [27].
Given such challenge, the shipping industry is striving to solve cooperative work problems to provide
a safer cooperative work workspace for marine operators. Thus, we argue that systems design
should prioritize cooperative work practices. It is important to re-engineer maritime simulators to
support the cooperative work of marine operators before they move into the real workspace [2,28–30].
However, it is also important to note that systems developers in the maritime domain are systems
architects, software engineers, electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, and telecom engineers. Thus,
incorporating support for cooperative work in systems design may require efforts beyond collaboration
between systems designers and ethnographers, which is a subject focus within CSCW studies [6,12,31].
In this article, we seek to understand how ethnographic outcomes can be translated and considered
useful for systems developers. We utilize the concept of ‘computational artifact’ [32,33] to visualize the
ethnographic outcomes from the fieldwork to conduct three workshops with three systems developers
in face-to-face sessions. We point out that, although CSCW may have paid less attention to inspiring
systems developers in their hands-on work [30,34], our work can be used as a starting point for
guiding interactional relationships in real work settings. For example, CSCW researchers can address
relations between artifacts and work practices, and combine them as a computational artifact (named
‘object’ in this paper). They can deal with relations between functions in technical systems and
functionalities in cooperative systems. They can also deploy such relations to support cooperative
work in systems design and link design back to fieldwork studies of practice. They could make
efforts to ensure that the ‘what-you-see-is-what-I-see’ rule is followed in interactions between CSCW
researchers and systems developers. By adopting such rule, marine operators’ cooperative work
regarding development requirements [35,36] can be understood as modeling of systems’ architectures
in the engineering process.
Although CSCW has been trying to establish how work practices could be integrated into design,
in this paper, we explore how to fruitfully unfold work practices between systems developers and
researchers, while using the working language of the systems developers in tandem with examples
from qualitative field material. Thus, this paper not only contributes to CSCW, but also shows how to
work with engineers to support their work. It is important to note that we do not aim to design maritime
simulators, nor do we offer a theory of design for CSCW research; rather, we seek to understand how
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systems developers can use ethnographic outcomes from a CSCW-based study in systems design.
We examine insights that can serve as mediators between operators at sea (who work in the maritime
workspace) and systems developers (who work with designing maritime simulators).
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related work in both CSCW and systems
design. Section 3 delineates the empirical settings, the methods used and the data analysis. Section 4
presents the process of establishing a model that can support the researcher when working with systems
developers. Section 5 presents the workshops and findings. Section 6 presents the impact of the study
in industry. Section 7 discusses and concludes how our work shifts the emphasis from describing
ethnographic findings to visualizing them as resources when working with systems developers. In turn,
such working process helps reflect how social-technical solutions can be developed, with insights
from social aspects, to support engineering work, thereby linking ethnographic outcomes to support
systems developers.
2. Literature Review
Suchman [37] argues that systems design should represent human activities in technical systems.
In line with this, the European tradition of CSCW [1] aims at understanding cooperation [38] to
inform design [6,39]. To accomplish this, researchers seek to represent work practices, workspaces,
and problems in technology use for systems developers, expecting that such informed requirement
specifications will be implemented [29]. For example, researchers have outlined ethnographic
methods and their relationship with systems design [40]. They have noted that approaches like
“quick-and-dirty” or “lightweight” ethnography, concurrent ethnography, and evaluative ethnography
can each contribute substantially to this endeavor by enabling a shared understanding between
ethnography and systems design and providing effective critiques that recognize problems in
technology use. Thus, CSCW promotes design work that seeks to discover “something more” [41]
from fieldwork than simply accumulating practical guidelines for systems developers [42].
Some CSCW scholars have attempted to encourage the use of more convenient tools by systems
developers, such as employing pattern languages [13,43,44], linking ethnomethodology to systems
design [45,46], deploying a notepad for supporting and understanding cooperative design between
designers [47], modeling human activities to inform design [48], and addressing the paucity of papers
detailing specific design guidelines [42]. However, the insights from CSCW studies still lack hands-on
guidance, focusing instead on the systems developer’s collaboration [49]. In other words, we may
not know how to translate our ethnographic outcomes into systems-relevant materials. Furthermore,
we lose the ability to work with systems developers. Studies published to date have yet to identify
how cooperative work can be organized as an interactional accomplishment for informing systems
design; some researchers have called this the missing “interactional what” [12]. How can those systems’
shapes be broken down into designable units that are suitable for use in engineering work?
Some researchers have argued that CSCW insights can shed light on systems design in different
ways [7,8,50], but, in the maritime domain, CSCW researchers have yet to participate in systems
design for a variety of reasons. One explanation is that systems design researchers view CSCW
methods as insufficient when it comes to making actionable contributions to systems engineering [30].
Systems developers are unable to follow interpretations of cooperative work to program engineering
systems [30]. Thus, there is a missing link between CSCW research and systems design [6]. In existing
systems design, the technical approaches to supporting cooperative work use a group of computer
facilities [51]. From this perspective, cooperative work is understood as supported by digital
communication channels and devices, linking various software and hardware systems in product
design, and enabling systems developers to evaluate the manufacturability and assembly ability of
software and other technical tools at the early stages. This approach focuses on how systems developers
are enabled to manipulate current technology for analyzing, simulating, and optimizing individual
and controllable technical artifacts to be integrated into the systems to enhance their mechanical
functioning [52]. Distributed computing [53], agent-based collaborative computing, and autonomous
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and agent computing [54] are the typical approaches used in the systems engineering field when
designing cooperative systems. Along with these approaches, design applications are employed by
systems developers; for instance, the building information modeling method (BIM) [55] combines some
features of the computer-aided design, product data management, and product lifecycle management
into mechanical engineering. BIM can also facilitate collaboration among stakeholders during the
design, construction, and maintenance of buildings and facilities [51].
Systems design may be effective for processing information or quantitative data of systems
architecture [56] by handling the relations among different applications and pieces of information from
cooperative work. However, the assembly ability of software and other technical tools to increase a
product’s mechanical functions may not be as helpful as systems developers anticipate [1] in supporting
operators’ cooperative work. On the contrary, operators are the ones who can discover new meanings
about artifacts in the systems development process [57]; their innovations are more likely to improve
the workspace. However, it is not easy to access an offshore vessel without specific permission [58].
This restriction applies to all people outside the maritime industry, including researchers and systems
developers who research and design maritime simulators to support cooperative work on the ship’s
bridge for marine operations. Hence, the first author managed to get access to an offshore supply
vessel with permission from a shipping company having an agreement with the university about
supporting regional research1. In this manner, a ship in the North Sea and Norwegian Sea (the working
place) was boarded to learn about the work practices of marine operators. The outcome of the field
work at sea was later on used as resources to work with systems developers.
3. The Empirical Settings, Methods Used and Data Analysis
Here, we describe the fieldwork settings, the methods used for generating data, and the data
analysis. One of the settings is at sea on the bridge of a vessel and this we call phase one; the other
is on land, comprising workshops conducted with maritime systems developers and the simulators
they work on, and this we call phase two. With this, the work presented here is carried out by the first
author as part of his Ph.D. project, which is concerned with simulator design, including operational
systems, and physical settings. Overall, the project seeks to move constructively beyond criticism
to offer specific solutions for systems design. In line with the Norwegian rules for the research on
human-based projects, the first author applied to the Norwegian Center for Research Data (NSD) for
approval. After receiving ethical consent from the NSD, the study began in the fall of 2013, and it
is now complete. The project was conducted using methods like observations, interviews, photos,
and workshops.
The work presented here is primarily from the second phase of the project. However, firstly, a short
introduction to the workspace at sea is presented. Then, secondly, the simulators and workshops on
land are presented. Following this, thirdly, the methods for data collection and analysis are described.
3.1. On Board
On board, observations were carried out for six months, starting in spring 2015, on an offshore
supply vessel. The study occurred on 56 days spread over six voyages, for a total of 633 h.
Each fieldwork session was eight days on average. The first author interviewed [59] and observed
two teams of marine operators working on a ship bridge. The two teams worked alternating 6-h shifts
both day and night. The purpose of performing observation [60] was to understand how cooperative
work is conducted in each marine operation and how safety issues are considered when carrying out
cooperative work. Marine operations are complex and marine operators must cooperate with many
other actors; the deck crews and other technicians who work on board and assist the marine operators
on the ship bridge were also taken into consideration for this study.
In the workspace on a ship’s bridge (see Figure 1), marine operators work cooperatively and
simultaneously. Their workspace has two main types of operational systems, namely dynamic
positioning (DP) systems and automation integrated systems (AIS). The DP systems are located
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on the armrests of two chairs. DP is used to ensure that the vessel is in the correct location at sea.
The screen in the middle and the two screens on the top (front) of the left chair are AIS interfaces.
The AIS is used for shifting water and mud from under the deck and supplying them to the oil platform.
On the top (front) of the right chair, the three screens are the navigation and radar interfaces. The two
screens on the left cabinet are interfaces for monitoring systems that check the external workspace of
the ship’s bridge. The cabinet located between the two chairs has buttons and devices for the fire alarm
and communication systems. The two screens on the right cabinet are usually not used for marine
operations; instead, they are used for assisting navigational operations. The two screens on the left top
(side) are interfaces for the duplication of DP systems. The telephone on the right top (side) is used for
communication with the onshore control center. There are other artifacts in the workspace, such as a
keyboard used to type in messages to the AIS and an alarm clock and calculator used for computation
and notification. This paper focuses largely on the DP, AIS, and artifacts used for marine services for
an offshore oil platform.
Figure 1. The operational area on a ship bridge (Copyright: Yushan Pan).
3.2. Simulators and the Workshop Setting
Before moving into the workshop setting, we first offer a short background to maritime simulators
to clarify the relations between simulators and the workspace on a ship’s bridge. The simulators are
situated on a university campus. They also have DP systems and AIS at similar positions as in the real
workspace (see Figure 2). The simulators are used to train marine operators regularly, in accordance
with the safety regulations of the International Maritime Organization. They are also used as prototypes
for developing maritime products for the future. For these reasons, maritime simulators must replicate
the real workspace as closely as possible. With this, fieldwork in the real workspace at sea can provide
valuable insights that can serve as resources for improving maritime simulators.
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Figure 2. Maritime simulators (Copyright: Offshore Simulation Center, used with permission).
It is important to note that the maritime simulators were fully developed and already operating
before the first author started participating in the systems design process. Maritime operators were
recruited to practice on the simulators in marine courses in 2014 and 2015 by the Department of
Nautical Studies at Norwegian University of Science and Technology; each course package lasted
about two weeks, for a total of four packets. The purpose of this training was to help marine operators
learn how to operate simulators safely and cooperatively before they work on an offshore vessel at
sea [61]. As noted above, maritime simulators are developed by way of linking various products in
product design with the purpose of supporting cooperative work. In training, the course instructors
describe how to use the maritime simulators cooperatively; for example, they describe how the
trainees can use the simulators and communicate through their cooperation. At the end of each course,
the instructors evaluate how the collaboration among maritime operators occurred and whether it
was effective, using metrics like time on task, errors, and communications. Utilizing the instructors’
feedback from the maritime courses as requirement specifications, the systems developers gain insights
into the simulators and try to debug errors, improve the ability of the interactive interfaces, and
solve ergonomic problems concerning the physical tools and equipment, such as the brightness of
the displays. It is important to clarify that the issue of safety in this cooperative workspace of the
simulators, including the effectiveness of operational systems’ functions, is not part of the training.
The first author (henceforward the researcher) met with several maritime systems developers
to investigate how CSCW insights could help them in designing simulators for cooperative work
purposes. The researcher worked on the empirical material from his fieldwork at sea and tried to
convert the outcomes into a form, which can be understood in engineering language, to work with
systems developers. Beyond this, he also crafted a model aiming at eliminating the barrier between
CSCW and systems design, as well as finding a common place where the model could serve to re-format
ethnographic outcomes as system related materials or as an artifact familiar to systems developers.
The model was brought along to three workshops arranged by the researcher. Here, it served as a
reminder, to him, on how to describe and explain the concept of artifact to the systems developers.
After the workshops, the model was slightly updated. The workshop setting was a small meeting room
that can hold 10 people, located at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology. The room had
no windows and was selected to simulate the regulations in the industries in which marine systems
developers work.
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3.3. The Methods Used and Data Analysis of the Workshops
The workshops took place on 24 August 2015, 18 February 2016 and 5 August 2016. Although the
time interval of three workshops is wide, the researcher always reviewed the material generated at the
previous workshop before conducting a new one. The purpose was to recall the previous discussion
between the developers and the researcher. At the workshops, the researcher used the whiteboard to
make a drawing to present his fieldwork at sea to the three invited maritime systems developers from
the marine industry. Notepaper, pencils, and DP system, and AIS systems design process diagrams
were placed on the table where the marine systems developers were seated and where we could sit
and have conversations. The purpose of using diagrams was to let the systems developers follow and
speak if a misunderstanding concerning a specific function in either the DP system or AIS occurred.
The three maritime systems developers voluntarily participated in the workshops [62]. All had
master’s degrees in systems engineering and systems design. In addition, they all had at least three
years of practical experience in designing systems for maritime simulators and vessels. The three
workshops lasted for about 14 h in total; the first two were about 12 h combined, and the final workshop
was 2 h in length. The location did not change. During the workshops, the researcher also introduced
the concepts of computational artifact, and the essence of fieldwork. There was no video recording, and
no personal nor corporate information was gathered. Given that the workshops were audio recorded,
an oral agreement, between the systems developers and the researcher, was made to ensure that
transcripts were rephrased regarding ethical considerations. Furthermore, conversations were noted
down to capture particular emotions and body movements. This, importantly, assisted the researcher
in identifying which parts of the transcripts that needed particular attention in cases of sensitive and
personal expressions and/or perceptions that should not be identified outside this research. Thus,
the field material presented in Section 5, is an aggregation of the different material (collected during
the workshop), which has been rephrased.
After each workshop, the researcher collected all notes, papers (i.e., diagrams), and pictures to
write up the information obtained during the workshops. The researcher was particularly interested
in figuring out how the diagrams, pictures, and conversations could be linked to events before and
after the concept ‘computational artifact’ was introduced. This by comparing the systems developers’
descriptions of their original work practices, in an engineering context, with the diagrams they
made, as well as the conversations between them and the researchers. For example, when writing
up the information, the researcher paid specific attention to how the systems developers described
artifacts and how they drew diagrams after having been introduced to the model and the concept of
computational artifacts. For analytical purposes, different colors were used for particular themes to
re-organize the collected materials. By doing so, the researcher tried to find out how to link the technical
elements, engineering work practices on artifacts, and the diagram drawn by systems developers,
to the colored materials (transcribed texts) in order to find patterns. With reference to Madden [59],
this workshop material, along with the material gathered at sea, was later on compared in an effort to
delineate relations between and patterns of how these people do their work.
Thus, in summary, at the workshops, the researcher found it important to understand how the
systems developers describe their work designing simulators before and after a new concept (like
‘computational artifact’) had been introduced to them. Furthermore, it was considered fruitful to look
for patterns and deviations in the material in an effort to understand how and to extend the model
served to convert ethnographic outcomes into a format familiar and useful to the developers. In the
next section, we introduce the model in more detail, before moving into the workshops.
4. The Model
Schmidt and Bansler [33] state that an artifact should be understood as an object that is surrounded
by work practices. We argue that system developers should take those work practices into account
when they program an artifact. In this manner, an artifact must be described as the artifact itself, the
work practices around it, and the relations with other artifacts (see Figure 3). An example from the
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present study is an alarm watch and a calculator on the ship’s bridge. These artifacts have their shapes
and features. Marine operators use them in their daily life when checking the time and calculating a
number. Still, when they bring these artifacts into their work context (set the alarm to keep the balance
of the vessel and input a number to manage the shifting water and mud exchanging between the vessel
and platform), they are ascribed additional meanings [63]. The internal mechanisms [33] of the watch
and calculator do not change. However, the watch and calculator become part of the operating systems
on the ship’s bridge due to the work practices of marine operators. In this case, if we see the watch and
calculator as objects, they become more than an artifact and its original internal mechanism. An object,
in this manner, consists of the artifact, the internal mechanism of the artifact, the work practices around
it, and the technical support that adds new attributes to it. In this case, the artifacts are designed to
act according to the activities in which they are used, to be incorporated into sophisticated semiotic
practices and to respond to and integrate unfolding events that go beyond function to address social
meaning [3,33]. Hence, an artifact not only supports cooperative work. Moreover, social contexts and
the work practices in them enable collaborative work [32]. Thus, here we use ‘object’, on similar terms
as a ‘computational artifact’. That is, to represent systems related elements to systems developers.
Figure 3. The model: From technical systems to functionalities for supporting cooperative work in
marine operations.
In line with this, it is important that systems developers also consider work practices when
they program simulators. However, objects in systems design are considered technical elements
(tools, machines), as they are supplements that assist routine practices [64]. In this manner, objects as
computational artifacts can be identified during the investigation of cooperative work [2]. For example,
the researcher came to understand an artifact through the study of marine operators’ cooperative
work at sea. Most importantly, the idea of combining the material and non-material in relation to
work practices can tell a story about the relations of artifacts as the non-material component of work
practices [65–67]. Schmidt and Bansler ([33], p. 24) describe such an idea as follows:
[I]t is we who, by manual control of tools and instruments or by the use of more or less automatic
machines, do the work. Sure, the use of automatic machinery as part of our practices may have
implications for these practices (educational, organisational, etc.), but they are nevertheless just
that: technical compliments of our practices. It only makes sense to talk about this mechanical
(or causal) regularity from the point of view and in the context of the normative regularity of our
practices in which these artefacts are integral technical complements. In other words, it is we who
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engage in normatively constituted practices, by using rulers, compasses, and by using machines,
computational artefacts included.
Schmidt and Bansler [33] argue that computational artifacts cannot be identified in terms of time
and situations in which they are employed by users—in our case the systems developers. In line with
this, computational artifacts become dynamic, and the factors around them, such as social meaning and
work practices, are also vital when investigating new attributes of the artifacts in the very cooperation.
This is an important issue for us to think about in terms of how we can inspire systems developers
to take a broader view of objects. Thus, we further understand objects as the process of shaping
interactive relationships regarding each operator’s tasks and the connections among the various tasks,
that is, the interactive relations. This understanding contributes to shifting the focus from the internal
opacity [33] of an artifact to its relations of human practices in a cooperative social context. Therefore,
this gave us an opportunity to use computational artifact as ‘object’ to enhance the translation of
ethnographic outcomes, so that the project audience could shift its focus from the internal mechanism
of an artifact to understanding it as an object with relations to human practices in the maritime domain.
Thus, although this decomposition of a computational artifact may be conceptual, the model itself
is an effort to expand the understanding of technical artifacts with the aim of helping researchers
working with systems developers regarding simulator design. Moreover, such model can enable
researchers to translate their ethnographic material, so that it is as close as possible to working within
the engineering context.
The model is built up as follows: first, we acknowledge that “technology” refers to the use of
artifacts in practice [68], and a technical system is part of cooperative work [69]. In line with this,
functionality is a component of cooperative systems that includes at least one object. An object consists
of both the technical system and human behavior. A cooperative system may start as a technical system,
but it can become an object when systems developers incorporate cooperative work into systems
design. The behavior in the model involves the interactive relations between operators, systems
and tools. An ‘object’ is equivalent to a ‘computational artifact’, but here it is termed differently to
distinguish CSCW research from systems design (see Figure 3). From a systems design perspective,
functionality is a connection of objects consisting of interactive relations and the connections between
them if we see an object as a part of a cooperative system.
The systems design process becomes a collective creation of interactive relations that connects
relationships to actualize an object that allows systems developers to deploy their engineering skills. Hence,
we see the model as a tool to translate ethnographic outcomes in order to work with systems developers.
In this study, the inside areas are computational artifacts that involve marine operators, the workspace, and
their interactive relations. Each task of maritime operators involves computational artifact(s).
According to Schmidt and Bansler ([33], p. 36),
The key feature of computational artifacts is their capacity to react to and thus be [an] integrated
part of unfolding events . . . . In short, the real challenge is that of developing machinery designed to
be an integral part of normatively constituted but contingent cooperative work practices.
For systems developers, the interactive relations inside computational artifices are the design space
inside the object(s) in the model. This translation allows CSCW researchers to convert insights from
CSCW to systems design. In line with this translation process, cooperative work can be simplified as a
visualized practical kit in normative systems design [70]. Systems developers can see how cooperative
work is conducted with whom, which parts of the workspace are involved in the process, and how marine
operators interact in the workspace. In addition, they can see how different interactions are connected
to whom, with what workspace, and in what ways. Thus, systems design becomes a process of shaping
cooperative systems and fulfilling functions to support that shaping work, adopting a bottom-up process
that employs insights from cooperative work. As Schmidt and Bansler ([33], p. 35) note,
In the design of computational artifacts for the purpose of serving in a regulating capacity in
coordinative practices, we construct a repertoire of potential electronic circuitry that can be activated
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and combined in multiple but determinate ways and that then, in step with the unfolding actions
of the cooperating actors, are used in the coordination of interdependent activities. In other words,
what is designed are mechanisms that function in a strictly causal manner but interactively.
Schmidt and Bansler argue that we need to find a way to locate the unfolding actions of the
cooperating actors and to follow such causal manner for cooperative actions to be designed strictly
in computational artifacts. This discussion is quite similar to programming practices where systems
developers seek to add new attributes to the technical elements. For example, the electronic circuitry
needs to be combined and activated through the unfolding actions. The model presented in this paper
comes to serve the unfolding actions of the cooperating actors and it illuminates how new attributes
can be arranged into the technical elements for supporting the cooperating actors. With this, the newly
designed technical elements can better support interactions among the cooperating actors. In line
with this, the workshops offer constructive findings for reflecting on the importance of translating
ethnographic outcomes when working with systems developers.
5. The Workshops
During the workshops, the maritime systems developers were asked questions about how they
take cooperation into account. They thought that communication was a factor that should connect
maritime operators as a group for cooperative work. In this way, communication was viewed as a
channel for making operators’ work visible by connecting all facilities. During the workshops, it was
evident that the systems developers understood cooperative work as amassing facilities of technical
tools to support marine operators’ work. Moreover, they considered such work, focusing mainly on a
marine operator’s tasks, rather than on the cooperative work they were doing. This is understandable
because, as they noted, systems developers have never been on board:
We have never been on board, since we were provided requirement specifications from maritime
engineers. Maritime engineers are those people in our companies. They get requirement specifications
from domain experts, such as electrical, telecom, and so on (Workshop 1).
Thus, based on the fieldwork at sea, an example concerning dynamic positioning of an offshore
vessel in its assigned location was used to show how cooperative work is carried out. With this
example, the systems developers were asked to identify objects in cooperative work. This question
aimed at showing the systems developers a process of translating cooperative work from fieldwork
into the model in an effort to expand their modus operandi. During the discussion, the systems
developers saw DP systems as technical artifacts:
DP systems are technical systems; we know how to approach them and connect them for mechanically
controlling a vessel and automatically positioning it in the proper position. However, what do you
mean by cooperative systems? Do you mean how each piece of [the] DP system works and connects
with one another? (Workshop 1).
Furthermore, the researcher explained how the cooperative work of marine operators unfolds
when positioning a vessel. An operator should first place the vessel at an appropriate point at sea
and then communicate with the oil platform to confirm that the ship’s position is acceptable. Second,
the marine operators should check the paper checklist to confirm what types of services are needed,
such as providing fresh water or different types of mud. Then, deck crews connect pipelines that are
lowered from the platform. In this step, the marine operators controlling the DP operations should
coordinate with the deck crews, as wind and waves could move the pipelines and vessel away from
each other. In doing so, as observed in work situations at sea, they need to check the engine status and
weather reports, as well as completing the checklist for DP operations, before starting the operations.
Normally, two marine operators are involved in DP operations, with an engine operator located in
the engine room assisting them. The first officer is primarily responsible for DP operations, but the
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chief officer also works with him or her if there are safety concerns. The researcher then explained
that technical systems might be sufficient to provide mechanical control, but this dismisses marine
operators’ work practices:
If you think DP systems are technical systems, then how about the work of those marine operators?
What do you think checklists, forms, and engine status are? (Workshop 1).
The developers responded,
They are important. However, they are designed outside of DP systems. They are referred to in the
requirement specifications, but we think that those actions are outside of DP operations. As you say,
they have paper forms (Workshop 1).
The researcher replied,
If I add an unusual situation, how do you think DP systems will work? You can answer later
(Workshop 1).
The researcher displayed several photographs of the real workspace. The photos showed that,
when all the DP preparation processes were ready, maritime operators on vessels were required to
service fresh water and drill mud on the platform. However, during the fieldwork, an emergency
occurred. The platform had a limited capacity for different types of mud drilling, and the oil company
changed its need for mud without prior notice. As a result, the vessel operators could not follow
their normal work practices, and they were unable to use their systems properly. When a request
for changing the type of mud was sent from the platform to the vessel, the maritime operators had
to go back and forth to print the forms and check all the necessary information. They also had to
wait for confirmation from onshore before they could continue service to the platform. This urgent
situation changed many normal work routines. In the processes of changing the forms, each operator
had to hand over the work to his co-operator for a moment, which resulted in unsafe conditions, like
imbalance of the vessel.
The researcher repeated the question, and the systems developers replied,
It seems that those checklists and forms are important and probably should be inside DP systems.
It would be a challenge because, in the engineering design process, each piece of the DP system
is closed [the engineers pointed to the designed DP systems on the table]. If we add those forms,
checklists, and so on, the whole engineering process may [be] difficult to integrate (Workshop 2).
The researcher then referred to the model:
That may be because you see technical systems as the basis for DP systems. Let’s think differently. If I see
a technical system as part of cooperative work, then I need to consider how such a technical system is
used. For example, a marine operator needs to check the weather, fill in forms and check checklists, and
run DP systems. If I model these work practices like this [see Figure 4], what do you think?
As you can see in the picture, I group each work practice as a unit that consists of a marine operator,
the technical system or tool, and how they work together—their interactive relations. In CSCW,
we call such a unit a “computational artifact (Workshop 2).
The systems developers replied,
It seems that you are shaping new DP systems according to marine operators’ work practices, aren’t
you? Yes, if the new systems were like this diagram, we could rebuild DP, but we would like to see
more examples (Workshop 2).
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Indeed, the diagram did not change the systems developers’ entire modus operandi regarding
how to design DP systems. The researcher only expanded their modus operandi to adopt a broader
understanding of the term “technical system” and how to display it. However, it still leaves room for
them to follow their engineering understanding [71]. In this diagram, DP systems became a connection
of several work practices, rather than focusing on specific functions in technical systems in the early
phase of systems design.
The researcher then asked the systems developers,
Now, you know how to build up a technical system according to situated work practice. Could you
please show me what you think the relations between [the] DP and AIS systems are in a similar
diagram, taking into account the story I told you before? (Workshop 2).
The maritime systems developers responded,
Well. They were designed to be separate, since we saw that they functioned differently. Now, though,
based on the situated work practices, we think it would be like this . . . According to the fieldwork, DP
operations are usually associated with services operations. In marine services operations, operators
position the vessel at the right place via DP systems; the operators then work with automation
integrated systems. AIS is used for providing mud drilling and water to the platform and for shifting
mud drilling and water under the deck to maintain balance. However, such systems do not provide
information for marine operators on how much water and mud could be moved from one side of the
vessel to the other . . . making it difficult to manage the balance.
Marine operators use an alarm clock and calculators from their daily lives and different
functionalities of AIS systems, printing systems, and communications to service the oil platform.
We know printing systems . . . also not a part of AIS. In addition, one marine operator may work
on two systems at the same time. If not, there may be another operator helping with the operation
through either verbal or digital communication. (Workshops 1 and 2).
After this explanation, the systems developers seemed to understand how a “technical system”
that incorporates insights about practices in real work situations differs from the traditional
understanding of technical systems in systems engineering, as they indicated when they drew
the diagram:
Aha! That is what you mean by cooperative systems! Now, the process for designing cooperative systems
is different with systems engineering. If we start with a shape of cooperative work that we can draw
for you, then the relationships between two operations are evident. Individual technical systems should
connect with each other in meaningful ways that are different from our traditional engineering-based
understanding of technical systems. The meaning—or what you called a computational artifact—consists
of a person and a piece of software or a tool and their interactional behavior. So, why not call it an object?
It would be easy for us to see that an object is different with technical systems in systems engineering.
This object is a function that is a part of a system, isn’t it?! Those objects make systems work together to
support cooperative work (Workshop 2).
The researcher found that the model added to the systems developers’ understanding of
cooperative work. The model could also assist when integrating cooperative work into systems
design [46]. For example, the alarm and calculator are not only artifacts, but have other meanings,
which the marine operators give to them in their daily marine operations. That is, operators use them
for more than just telling time or giving an alarm. They are used as functions in DP and AIS operations.
In this way, we consider the model valuable for translating insights about cooperative work into
visible [72], natural shapes of systems for non-CSCW professionals. This links from the technical
systems to the work practices, which make the systems function in each different task. In addition,
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the model links accountabilities of from fieldwork studies regarding both texts [45] and practice to the
object of inquiry [32].
The systems developers followed with a question:
If we see those diagrams as new shapes of cooperative systems, then do we make code to implement
them? We think that this remains a challenge. The shapes strengthen our thinking about how to
connect systems, but how can program code be put into them? The one thing we must do is to make
sense of control as some part of the systems (Workshop 2).
The researcher answered,
When you are mapping out those diagrams, do you notice the interaction relations inside each object?
Let me ask one more question: “When you show me the diagram, what do you mean [by] using
communication?” (Workshop 2).
The three systems developers said that, when they draw a diagram, the communication is a type
of interaction. For them, if two operators need to cooperate, there should be some way to support this
interactively. They stated,
Interactive relations are creating “engineering functions,” to make a technical artifact function
. . . to interact with operators. In systems engineering, an engineering function is interpreted as a
specific process, action, or task that a system can perform (Workshop 2).
The researcher then highlighted the phrase “a system can perform”:
Certainly, I also mean interactive relations should be supported by some means—those means giving
functionality to a technical system (Workshops 2 and 3).
The researcher gave an example on how to illustrate interactive relations. This example was from
previous piece of work where the researchers transferred cooperative work into systems functions [73].
The researcher again picked up the topic of DP operations and explained,
The marine operator needs to fill in forms, check the weather and engine, and run DP systems, so if
I visualize these activities and their relations with those systems and tools, it would be displayed
as in this diagram. This chart aims to create a system that can successfully achieve its function of
enabling operators or another system to interact with one another (Workshops 2 and 3).
When the researcher demonstrated the diagram on the whiteboard, the systems developers
were surprised:
You use UML [Unified Modeling Language] in this way! We also use it! However, how do you
explain the relations between two operations? For example, DP requires two people to work in
reality (Workshop 3).
The researcher continued his explanation:
I connected their cooperative work relationships, such as awareness of other people’s work practices
[see Figure 5]. In my fieldwork, two operators were working with DP systems—the first officer and
the chief officer. In these operations, the chief officer also checks the weather information [marked “W”
in Figure 5]. Meanwhile, the engineer in the engine room is also aware of the weather information.
I connected their behavior in a UML model that can be used in requirements engineering to link
programming language to these behaviors (Workshop 3).
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The systems developers said excitedly,
You mean, cooperative systems consist of several functionalities? Each functionality may have one
or more objects. An object consists of the behavior of marine operators and software systems or
technical tools. When designing cooperative systems, the core notion is to focus on the interactive
relations between a marine operator and the system or tool that the operator uses rather than . . .
simply the combination of software and hardware. Then, it is important to link the connections
of the interactive relations, because they build up objects connected as functionalities. Interactive
relations are the design space for us. With some models similar to the one you showed [UML], it is
not difficult to translate into a JAVA framework for filling code. Yes, we know more models that can
help with such [a] modeling process of interactive relations; UML is just one of them (Workshop 3).
It is clear that if we see each technical function of a system (marine operating system) and
subsystem (DP and AIS) as an artifact, the work practices of marine operators give meaning to that
artifact, and in turn, it supports their work practices. In this case, the issue becomes how to translate
and illustrate the ethnographic outcomes in a format that may be useful in the other field; the maritime
domain is only one example.
Figure 4. “New” dynamic positioning (DP) systems.
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Figure 5. Displaying interactive relations with dynamic positioning (DP) as an example.
6. Revisiting the Marine Systems Developers after Six Months
Half a year later, the researcher revisited the three systems developers at their firms. One of the
companies was building a new simulator for different marine operations. Surprisingly, the room
in which the simulators had been designed now featured multiple surveillance devices, with a
software system to record marine operators’ cooperative work during maritime training. Furthermore,
a debriefing room had been established, where interviews with operators and trainers could be
conducted and from which the training process could be observed via a specific software program that
could play back recorded videos frame by frame. In this way, the software system allowed the systems
developers to replay sessions to compare the results with cooperative work in real work settings at sea.
Most importantly, the new systems structures that they had created now followed the model to include
the behavior of marine operators (Visiting and meeting at the company, 9 October 2016). The new
structures were developed based on observations from experts in their companies. These experts
participated in the maritime training sessions in simulators where marine operators use technical
systems. After the training sessions, the systems developers highlighted interactive relations and their
connections in shaped cooperative systems in their systems models. By running tests with unusual
situations on the simulator with different marine operators from local shipping industries, such as the
imbalance of a vessel or fire alarm in the engine room, the systems developers proved that cooperative
work was now better supported by the new simulator compared with the approach taken before
the introduction of situations from work at sea and explanations about concepts used within CSCW
(Visiting and meeting at the company, 9 October 2016).
7. Discussion
Argyris [74] claims that most people concentrate on problem-solving rather than reasoning when
faced with challenges in their fields. This also applies to systems design. When the systems in use face
challenges related to supporting cooperative work, maritime systems developers can only imagine
how to solve such problems with the current systems, even without sufficient proof that the solutions
will address the safety issues in cooperative work [64]. It is understandable that approaches addressing
human-related topics in systems design are rare [34]. Although researchers [9] have stated that the
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binding of artifacts and locations can help investigate the meanings of computational artifacts in work
practices, a “how-to” kit for systems developers is still lacking. When studying cooperative work,
CSCW researchers may overlook that systems developers are also users. Smith [75] and Miles and
Huberman [76] encourage researchers to “think display”—to show the complexity of qualitative data
analysis so that a study’s findings may be essentialized via readable charts, matrices, and graphics
rather than simply being the retelling of a story, as in the ethnographic field [12]. Thus, our model
enables researchers to engage in the core of their design work to establish hands-on engineering
practices [77–80].
Unlike other interdisciplinary research in systems design, which mainly focuses on why systems
fail and propose mitigating methods [78], our model supports the inclusion of CSCW in systems design
contexts, herein, allowing it to log ideas and make decisions in support of engineering work. Contrary
to fieldwork studies [12,79,81], this model enables CSCW researchers to emphasize computational
artifacts in the workspace as artifacts and the behavior of marine operators inside those artifacts.
With such an effort, the model goes further and links identified computational artifacts as objects to
establish functionalities and their interactive relations in cooperative systems.
The model also enables CSCW researchers to report observations and interviews and to show
how insights from their work can assist others who have different expertise [72]. Furthermore, it also
allows for ideas to be translated (as in our case) from one marine task to the entire picture. For example,
researchers can represent the DP system as a technical system to begin with, and then bring social
behavior into that special system to expand systems developers’ modus operandi regarding the shape
of DP systems. It is important that this step-by-step process is concerned with the “interactional what”
of work—with how operators’ cooperative work sheds light on the evolution of the shape of systems
and the challenge of breaking down those shapes into the designable units undertaken in design
work. Our work adds new elements to previous work concerning CSCW design efforts [12], offering
a “how-to” kit for systems developers. This contribution informs pragmatic decisions on where to
design since it is a fundamental “semantics” [80] for systems developers [30]. This semantics enables
researchers to share accountable insights of cooperative work to guide systems developers in creating
engineering models, with the mathematical specifications allowing them to communicate that behavior
unambiguously to other engineers [30,77]. For example, researchers respect systems developers’ skills
and make room for implementing and connecting each system to support cooperative work from the
systems engineering perspective, as by using UML models. This approach also emphasizes how each
system can be connected by following the diagram of cooperative work for each marine operation.
In this way, cooperative work is laid out logically in diagrams that create a common understanding
(the object) shared by CSCW researchers and systems developers. This helps systems developers
focus on the design space of interactive relations and their connections to realize the implementations.
In addition, it helps researchers translate their ethnographic outcome into a presentation that can be
understood by others who do not have the same expertise.
In addition, this study acknowledges that cooperative work happens in a flat organization without
a hierarchical model [50,77], a central need when developing the cooperative system. By taking into
account the non-hierarchical structure of cooperative work, our model implements systems design
with a bottom-up innovation that lets operators speak from their work positions in the systems
design process [81]. Hence, the insights from this study serve as a mediator between operators and
systems developers, and they contribute to systems design by visualizing the shape of cooperative
systems, informing systems developers of the importance of marine operators’ work practices.
The cooperative work illuminated in systems’ shapes shows that one vital capacity of the visual
lies in its malleability [72]. CSCW insights, as mediators, can efficiently add “how-to” skills; it does
not work from a low level of modeling interactive relations as functions for technical systems [73].
Rather, such efforts emerge from an ontological level of visualizing what is going on in the workspace
and examining interactional work to bring any social events into the shapes of cooperative systems.
These “how-to” skills also open spaces for systems developers to use their preferred tools, skills,
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and languages to deal with interactions and fill in functions to support those shapes of cooperative
systems. Moreover, the model offers demonstrable opportunities for systems developers to work with
CSCW researchers.
By doing so, our focus differs from CSCW in terms of the role of materials in cooperative
work. The interactive relations concerning the materials used by human actors may not be critical
to researchers; however, in the context of the present study, it is important to consider how such
interactive relations shape and reshape marine operations to show how to design maritime simulators.
This focus, we think, is closer to the role of systems developers, as it can show them how objects could
be connected to support specific work practices by borrowing programming thinking. Moreover, such
thinking helps convert objects to simulate programming languages where the object involves different
attributes. In this case, the translation of ethnographic outcomes is aimed at catering to the systems
developers’ enterprise. Arguably, some researchers in the CSCW field focus on recognizing different
materials that have different qualities depending on the ways they are used in a specific place. In this
case, no matter how the material is bounded through time and space in cooperative work, it is static
irrespective of the execution of the coordination it prescribes [82].
However, bridging design and engineering is not new in the CSCW field. According to Schmidt
([83], p. 4),
When engaged in cooperative effect, actors are objectively and materially interdependent. Their
interdependence inescapably has causal aspects, and their actions and interactions are both
intentional and material. Again, this is not sensational news. Some may refer to this duplicity as
the “double character of work process” [84] or by conceiving of it as a socio-technical system [85] or
“distributed cognition” [86], or as a network of actors and artefact [87] or whatever. These are merely
different ways of stating the problem. The challenge is to develop the conceptual implications of this
insight and understand the intricate interplay of the causal and the intentional, of the material and
the culture.
Thus, concentrating on the computational artifact is essential for supporting the interactive
relations between actors. In cooperative work, such relations between human and nonhuman should
be considered in the design of maritime simulators [88]. They should be evaluated as sociotechnical
associations between humans and nonhumans. However, it is important to notice that if we focus on
creating a platform for two different work practices (of marine operators and of systems developers)
to meet, we must consider how to convince systems developers to take the work practices of marine
operators into account. Therefore, we might need to provide a similar method to deliver our insights to
developers. If such discussions are present, it reinforces our argument that the solution of interpreting
ethnographic outcomes must get back to the engineering context.
Furthermore, this study also responds to the matter that qualitative studies, such as CSCW studies,
are time-consuming [30] and may not be effective because system engineers are unable to quickly
understand where to begin designing and where to stop shaping their systems [30]. The outcome from
qualitative studies can amplify the voices of marine operators. In this case, systems design becomes a
process of design with them, rather than design for them. In return, such cooperative systems support
the cooperative work of marine operators as a whole, rather than understanding cooperative work as
a collection of individual work supported by computer systems [47]. Thus, our model opens design
spaces for systems developers by way of translating situations at sea into engineering diagrams, adding
codes, and so on. Importantly, the translation process brings social meaning and work practices into
the design process.
Systems developers can work in this space because they design the internal mechanisms of
a social-technical system (i.e., artifact or object). Researchers who have gained knowledge, doing
fieldwork regarding cooperative work, can help systems developers translate work practices and
social meaning in their designs. As discussed in the literature review, in dealing with the complexity
of cooperative work, previous studies have focused on human activities, without taking technology
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development into account. The present study contributes to the literature by showing that systems
developers can include both social and technical aspects in the same model. This effort contributes
to the CSCW field. In our case, supporting human activities not only informs design. Importantly,
we must point out how to use human activities to formulate engineering work practices. The reason
is that it may be insufficient to show systems developers how simulators play an important role in
humans’ cooperative work. By doing so, researchers can help translate the artifact, its name, attributes,
and methods in a technical system into new attributes and methods. Reassembling these new attributes
and methods, the artifacts, as computational artifacts, can shape a socio-technical solution to better
support cooperative work.
Schmidt [82,83] argues that it is not sensational news when actors’ interdependence has causal
aspects, as all actions and interactions are intentional and material. Due to CSCW’s focus on specific
problems, it challenges us to generate the present study into a wider area. However, an important
contribution of the study is that its findings have implications for how actors can be treated objectively
and materially in the design process, as well as how systems developers can contribute their
professional knowledge in working with researchers. We believe that it may be interesting for other
research fields to borrow when facing similar challenges.
8. Conclusions
We established a model that consists of a ‘computational artifact’ and insights from the
CSCW-based fieldwork regarding cooperative work to enable researchers to work with systems
developers. We align with scholars who have argued that, if field workers can effectively use
ethnography with their fellows [59], then it is worthwhile to adopt a similar approach for grasping and
exchanging ideas between two different elements of the design process. CSCW research is not just an
analytical lens through which cooperative work can be viewed; rather, it is an approach that can bring
about significant changes in the modus operandi of systems developers. In line with this, our study
can be fruitful for CSCW researchers in that it opens up a possibility for focusing on visualizations
of interactive work, thereby addressing relations between technical artifacts, computational artifacts
and objects; between functions in technical systems and functionality in cooperative systems, and in
linking design back to fieldwork studies of practice. The insights from CSCW can be used as resources
for bridging technical functions to social-technical solutions in cooperative systems when cooperating
with systems developers. Thus, we assert that cooperative systems can be formed by cooperative work
that employs an innovative, bottom-up evolution of systems design.
Note:
1. According to Store norske leksikon [Great Norwegian lexicon] a supply vessel is: “a ship that
brings supplies and services (fuel, supply, well equipment, spare parts, etc.) to other ships and
installations at sea. It is an important ship type within offshore oil operations.” (Translated from
Norwegian) [89].
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